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During the past year, the developments whieh have taken
place in the province of Alberta have attracted the attention of all
Canada . The discover4es and rapid development of oil fields in th e
Edmonton area has been one of the most important economic events in the

Dominion . 1Ie have heard many Elojcing reports about the tremendous
strides in economic growth which are currently taking place in your
province and more particularly in and about your city. It was therefor e
with more than ordinary enthusiasa that I looked fortirard to this visit
to Edmonton because it would give me an opportunity to see for myself
what it is that you a re doing . . tiYhat I have seen since my arrival has
lived up to my e xpectations . IJowhere have I seen a display of activity
more irapressive than tvhat is taking place in this comMunity .

Your modern city hides the fact that only a fely decades
ago Edmonton .ras a sm.all trading post . To-day with the spectacular new
oil discoveries just outside the oity and perhaps under it, Edmonton is
on the way to becoming the principal Canadian oil city, and if the
present rate of development is main y.,ained, perhaps one of the larger oil
centres of 2Jorth America . The great Irorthland, in its now grorring
development, will become an ever-expanding hinterland demanding the services
of ldnonton . ~rhat all this will Aean for the future of your city is now a
foregone conclusion . Its significance for the Canadian west and the whole
Dominion must not be underestitaated. To a I.finister of Finance, concerned
with the country's exchange problems, the oil development is a particularly
hearteninb event .

The year that has just closod ha s been one of mounting
anxiety throughout the world . llere in Canada we have been very fortunate
but we could not hope to escape some of the effects of the unsettled
international situation . These disturbed conditions manifested themselves
especially in our foreign exchange and trade position . This was one of
the most urgent problezls which we had to face in 1948 . I knovr how mueh
your region and your community are affected b3• the circuustances in world
markets and therefore I am glad to have this opportunity to speak to you
about sone of our trade proble ms as they exist to-day, and about the '
progress tr.at was ma de to meet them during the past year.

As you know, long before the vrar ended, Canada took activo
steps, in co-operation with the United Kingdom , the United States and other
interested countries, to establish the necessary international machinery for
eeonomic eo-oporation . You are familiar with tho role that Canada playe d
in the establishment o£ the two Bretton Woods institutions and with
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the more recent efforts to establish an International Trade Organization
in vrhich Canada played an important role . You are familiar too with the
positive steps taken through the extension of foreign credits to aid in
the recovery of the United Kingdom and Western Europe, thus helping to
re-establish and maintain our traditional markets there . It vras clearly
in the long-term interest of every section of Canada and every Canadian
industry to promote the recovery of those countries rrith whoaiwe have
alrrays conducted a large and mutually profitable trade but such a
programme of assistance could not be undertaken without some special
efforts .

Yrithin Canada the transition from war to peace has
proceeded smoothly. Throughout the period we have had peak production
and employmext . The flow o£ imports to meet the backlog of investrsent
and consumption demand was at a high and growing level . But, because
of the inability of the European countries to expand their exports to us,
the bulk of the increase in imports came from the United States . The
value of Canadian exports was also high and rising, and was more than
suffieient to pay for our import needs under normal circumstances . A
substantial part of our exports, however, had to be sold on credit .
Consequently our reeeipts of foreign exchange were not sufficient to pay
for our imports from the United States and our exchange reserves declinéd .

Canadian exchange reserves fell from about ~1500 million
at the end of 1945 to $500 million by November 1947, and to a_lovr o £
v461 million in December. There was obviously a limit to the decline in
reserves which could be permitted .

On November 17, 1947, the Government announced emergeney
measures to safeguard our gold and dollar reserves and to correct the
laek of balance in our trade position 4rith the dollar countries . The
main emphasis was on the positive aspects of the programme, vrhich airbed
at achieving a better balance through measures designed to expand exports
to the dollar countries, particularly the United States . To achieve
immediate'results in putting a stop to the drain on our reserves a
temporary series of trade and travel restrictions were put into effect .
We have regarded .these temporary restrictions as unavoidable measures which
were necessary to help bridge the gap until the positive measures could
produce their results .

The main pivot of the constructive programme was the
successful termination of the Ceneral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade which
opened the United States market to Canadian goods to an extent greater than
had ever been achieved in the past .

Furthermore, in order to reduco permanently the laek of
balance in our trade with the United States, the Government undertook to
make every feasible effort to encourage a more rapid development of our
natural resources and their donestic processing. This would make available
moré goods for export to the United States, and in some cases reduce our
dependence on United States .sources of supply . An outstanding example of
development in this diroction is ti ►o remarkable progress achieved in the
Alberta oil industry during the past year .
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The achievenent of a better balance in our exchange
position through constructive raeans could not be reached through any
one device . We had to have a carefully worked out and balanced --
programme rrhich operated toward this . end in a number of ways . We
sought to proMote a diversion of exports to dollar rJarkets wherever this
could be done without disturbing established .trade connections, and
without inflicting hardship on the United Kingdom and other European _
countries. tide devised methods to achieve a better balance in the
operations of our branch plant industries so that their exports to the
United States and other dollar rsarkets would to some extent pay for their
heavy imports of parts and materials . In the past this has traditionally
been a one -way flow . We established conditions which would help the
United Kingdom and Western Europe to recover their markets in Canada for
goods which they traditionally exported to us before the war . This
would enable them to buy more imports from Canada and at the same tiae rsake
us less dependent on dollar sources of supply. Finally we undertook to
assist the production of gold by offering a production subsidy to help the
gold aining industry neet the higher costs of production . The Government
kept in close touch with developments in the United States which had a
bearing on our trade position . We were anxious to iinpress upon our
United States friends the importance of having the European Reeovery
Prôgramme include a feature which would permit the recipient countries
to use Marshall dollars for purchases in Canada . This would help to
maintain export markets and would enable Canada~'to continue its contribution
to European'recovery by r.aking available large supplies of goods essential
to them.

Obviously, we could not expect these constructive measures

to solve our problems overnight ." Accordingly I had the unpleasant job of
announcing the imposition of temporary restrictions designed to protect
our limited reserves until the positive aspects of the programme began to
take hold . I promised then that the restrictive, aspects of the programme
would be relaxed as soon as the improvenent in our exchange reserves made
such relaxation possible .

A little over a year has passed since thése steps were
taken to correct our exchange difficulties and establish a closer balance

in our dollar trade . I am happy to be able to tell you that the prograx~se
has worked with increasing success throughout the year . This success is
shawn in the steady rise in our exchange reserves . A short while ago I
said that in future I intended to release the figures of official gold
and United States dollar holdings on a quarterly basis . At that time I
gave out the figures for September 30 last which then amounted to $855 .

million. To-day, I am in a position to announce the preliminary figure

for the end of the final quarter o£ 1948 . At December 31st, five days ago,
our official holdings of gold and United States dollar exehange had reached

~998 million. This figure compares with the low point of $461 million on

December 17th, 1947, hardly more than a year.ago . During this relatively
short period our reserves have increased by no less than $537 million .
The December 1948 figure includes the sum of $150 million, which is the
proceeds of the long-term loan sold to three American life insurance
companies last August . If rre deduct the proceeds of this loan we see that
our reserves have inereased by ~387 million as a result of our improved trade

position .

I think you will agree that this inprovenent in our
exchange reserves in so short a time is a gratifying achieveAent . The real

signi£icanee of the improved position can be seen in the record of our foreign
trade during 1948 . Exports to all countries during the first 10 nonths
increased from about ~2300 million to $2500 million, an increase of nearl y

. . . . . .~10 per cent .
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10 per cent . Exports to the .United .States for this period increased from
~v850 million to ~1200 million, ;an increase of over 42 per cent . From the
point of view of the nain objective of Canadian export policy during this
period, namely the inerease of exports to dollar markets and the achievement
of a closer balance in our trade vrith the United States, this is a most
encouraging accomplishment, ïndicating in no uncertain terr.is that the
constructive features of the energency exohange programme are meeting wit h
a very oonsiderable measure of success* lirhile exports to the United Kingdom
and Europe shovred a decline, they remained on a high level. The off-shore
purchase arrangements of the Marshall Plan enabled Canada to send a large
amount of exports to the United Kingdom and Europe and to receive payment

• for a substantial proportion in .U.S . dollars .

- The increases in exports to the United States occurred in
a broad list of goods, but the largest relative gains were in agricultural
products . I have already indicated how the concessions in the United
States Tariff which we obtained in the Geneva Agreements helped to pave the
way. Export controls were renoved on cattle, beef and coarse grain s
in accordance with the .Government's declared policy of withdrawing
emergency wartime controls as soon as circumstances permitted . This
combination of .measures had irarediate results in bringing about a heavy
flow to the United States of farrs products in which you in the province of
Alberta are especially interested. Cattle and beef together accounted for
an inflow of no less than ~67 million of United States exchange during the
first ' 10 rsonths and it is estinated that for the full year this figure will
exceed ~100 million .

Although the value of our exports has expanded
substantially, our imports have not increased appreciably. However, àn
important shift has occurred in the source of our imports in the direction
of a better long-terra balance . Imports from the United Kingdom, the
Commonwealth and Europo increased no less than 41 per cent . Almost 70 par
cent of this rise is due to larger imports from the United Kingdom . This is
partly a result of the considerable zveasure of recovery in these countries
and indicates that the large-scale credits which the United States and
Canada extended are beginning to bear fruit . Also, Lhis improvement has
been assisted by our import control programme which was designed to help
these countries to recover their traditional pre war markets in Canada .
The tenporary suspension of the Preferential duties on cotton and rayon
piece goods tivhich I announced in my last Budget is an exanple of ho9r Re
sought to encourage imports £ron .the United Kingdoia and to nake available
increased supplies for our consumers .

On the other hand imports fzom the United States vrere
reduced by about 10 per cent during the first 10 nonths of this year . This
decrease shows the effect of the import restrictions .

The import restrictions are not entirely responsible for
the reduction of imports from the United States . To some extent that part
of the constructive programme which envisaged a more rapid and fuller
developnent of Canada's natural resources .was successful in providing doaestic
sources of supply for goods formerly inported from the United States .
This feature of our programme, involving considerable capital outlay, and
shifts in production, will take sorse tirse to becone fully effective, but to
the extent that it does it means permanent and lasting benefits .
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The outstanding example of progress in this field .
occurred in Alberta . I am referring to the important oil discoveries and
the growth of the petroleum industry in the Edmonton area . I shall not
attempt to discuss the full significance of Alberta oil, but I would like
to indicate its importance from an exchange and trade viewpoint .

In 1947, imports of petroleum products were over ~200
million -- it was the largest item among all our imports . In 1948, due to
increased prices and some rise in consumption, imports are likely to
exceed ;6300 million. You will appreciate the magnitude o£ this neeessary
expenditure of dollar exchange when I tell you that it makes up about one-fifth
of the value of all our imports from the United States . This figure is
greater than the total net trade deficit with the United States for the
whole of 1948 . It is almost equal to the total savings in exchange
anticipated as a result of all the import restrictions imposed under the
Emergency Exchange Conservation Programme .

Developments in Alberta oil have already been o£
appreeiable assistance in saving United States dollars . Under the most
cautious estimate, proven oil resources will contribute substantially to
dollar savings in the years to come . If the extensive exploration currently
under way both in Alberta and in the Northwest should prove as successful
as the Leduc and Redwater discoveries, Canada may be well on its way to
greater oil self-sufficiency in the years to come . It has been predicted
that Alberta oil will supply all the needs of the Canadian prairies by
1950 . Some hold out the hope that when the Alberta and Northwest oil
resources are fully knovrn and developed, Canada may become an oil-exporting
country. The uncertainties of oil production rule out excessive optimism,
but I can assure you that what we already know is enough to gladden the heart
of a liinister of Finance concerned with the country's exchange problems .
Nor is the significance of the Alberta oil development liaited to exchange
matters . Vie are just beginning to realize the transformation that nay be
wrought not only in the economy of Alberta, but in the economy of the whole
country.

Government policy has and will continue to contribute to
the further development of Alberta's oil industry . Exploration and
processing facilities involve large outlays for plant and equipment with
heavy outlay of United States dollars . Our import control of capital goods
has been designed to encourage development of this kind, by seeing to it that
exchange and supplies are available to the full extent of requirements .
This is the type of dollar expenditure which we are prepared to meet to the
limit as part of our plan to encourage the more rapid development o£ our
natural resources . Taxation meac:zres, by allowing generous allowances for
exploration and research, have definitely contributed to the expansion of the
Alberta oil industry. I can assure you that the Governr.ient will continue this
policy to encourage and facilitate progress along these lines .

The expansion of exports and the contraction of imports has
pared down the trade deficit with the United States from over $800 million in
1947 to only v275 million for the first 10 months . The improvement in our
exchange reserves, and more particularly, the rianner in which that improvement
has taken placo, has permitted the Government to introduce progressive
relaxation of the trade and travel restrictions .

At the end of July the special excise taxes introduced to
diseourago the consumption of durable consumer goods with high dollar import
content vrere lifted . tact October the Governrsent announced the relaxation of
import restrictions on a wide group of fresh fruits and vegetables . On
January lst there was a further relaxation of restrictions on the import of a
considerable list of consu ..~er goods and the restriction on personal purchases
brought back to Canada by returning travellers was removed .
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As ÿou can see from the course we have followed thus far,
the Governraent is pursuing a policy of gradual relaxation. The initial
threat to our gold and dollar reserves has been successfully met, - the tide
has turned in our favour. A continuation of present favourable trends will
enable the Government to consider naking further relaxations from time to
time during 1949 .

The improvement in our reserves, and the consequent relaxation
of restrictions, has been welcome to every Canadian as well as to our friends
across the border. It would be misleading, however, to exaggerate th e
extent of our improved position. To the extent that the progress made thus
far is due to the restrictions on imports, a programme which we are pledged
to abandon as soon as possible, and to the operation of the 11arshall Plan which
is of a temporary nature, we cannot look to thera as positive or final
solutions . We must nake more headrray in the positive part of our programme
before we can be confident that we are completely out of the woods . Ybe have
shown remarkable recuperative po:zers, but the continuing international

- political difficulties and the unsettled world conditions constitute an ominous
sign of the kind of trading world in which rre now live . Because of the voluae
and character of our external trade to-day, the exchange reserves that ca n
now be regarded as providing a satisfactory minimum are much higher than they
were before the vrar. The future programme for the relaxation of restrictions
must give adequate consideration to the need for Canada to reach a level of
exchange reserves which .;s adequate in the present disturbed conditions of
aorld trade .

I can assure you that the Government will push forward with
constructive programmes until a complete and stable solution is reached .
Artificial trade restrictions are completely foreign to our long-term trade
policy. I an convinced that the ultimate solution of present trade and
exchange difficulties not only for Canada, but for the world, will be found in
the expansion of world trade and the elimination as soon as possible of
artificial barriers, restrictions and discriminatory practices .

Commencing next April Canada will participate in a new series
of tariff negotiations with tvrelve and possibly more countries which desir e
to become parties to the Geneva Agreement . This should serve to broaden the
benefits we have already obtained and help to open nevr markets for Canadian
goods .

Ebery Canadian is proud of the rapid grovrth and dynazlic
expansion which has taken place in Canada in the last decade . These are
difficult tines and no one can predict the future, but if anything is certai n
-- Canada's continued economic growth is certain . Alberta will be in the
forefront of that growth. There will be new and increasing opportunities for
yoùr region to continue its developnent. Oil is only one of your great
resources . Your city is situated .in the heart of a rich and diver~ified
agricultural area . Your region is endowed with unlimited supplie's of coal
and natural gas, all basic essentials to modern industry . You are located on
the threshold to the vast region of the Canadian Northwest . Yre cannot foresee
what new treasures this undeveloped area will disclose, but the valuable finds
of uranium and gold, and the search for oil and base metals novr taking place,
arc forerunners of very promising possibilities . The characteristie energy
and enterprise which I know you vrill apply to these rich endownents assur e
the future progress of your city and province and will enhance the welfare
of our country. .
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